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Diagramp1: plan view of the living units
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07: PRINCIPLE OF CREASE (BOTTOM-UPPER)
08: PRINCIPLE OF CREASE (BOTTOM-LOWER)
09: FRONTSIDE CORNER 01
10: BACKSIDE TOP CORNER WITH GUTTER
10: FRONTSIDE CORNER 02
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01: SIDE CORNER (BOTTOM)

02: WINDOW CONNECTION

03: REINFORCING STEEL AT DOOR

04: PRINCIPLE OF SEGMENTATION

05: REINFORCING STEEL AROUND DOOR OPENING

06: SIDE CORNER (TOP)

POLYURETHANE SHEET INSULATION (WATER PROOF)
METAL SHEETING (POLISHED/BRUSHED)
IPE 200 REINFORCEMENT
LINOTEC 115 TYPE 1
GUTTER COLLECTS WATER AT END
GUIDING PIN
SEGMENTATION LINE
FELT BETWEEN SEGMENTS TO PREVENT SPLITS